
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The School Spelling Bee Study List is broken down into three levels of difficulty: One Bee, Two Bee and 

Three Bee. Two Bee words include words appropriate for fourth, fifth and sixth grade. 
 

The list below includes 50 challenging fourth grade words. If you learn the spellings and meanings of 
these words, you will be well prepared for your fourth grade classroom bee. To prepare for a school 

spelling bee, ask your teacher for the full 450-word School Spelling Bee Study List, which includes these 
words, the remainder of the Two Bee words, and the One Bee and Three Bee words. 

 
 
 

cleat bustling scarf 
surface  Nile scrolls 

shimmery indent sitcom 
detect blindfolded basically 
squints s’mores clobbered 
relative cringed drone 
rattled indie eyesore 
playlist throat hull 

outright squabbling scuba 
trickster glib sneer 

absent texture scuffle 
irregular 

stoats 
**savor OR  

               savour 
hedgehog 

inclined 
wardrobe talons dire 
masthead revved wizard 

nudged vibrant shrine 
Jamestown Leghorn pineapple 
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The School Spelling Bee Study List is broken down into three levels of difficulty: One Bee, Two Bee and 

Three Bee. Two Bee words include words appropriate for fourth, fifth and sixth grade. 
 

The list below includes 50 challenging fifth grade words. If you learn the spellings and meanings of these 
words, you will be well prepared for your fifth grade classroom bee. To prepare for a school spelling bee, 

ask your teacher for the full 450-word School Spelling Bee Study List, which includes these words, the 
remainder of the Two Bee words, and the One Bee and Three Bee words. 

 
 
 

crockery gauze exception 
cavity  Neptune notification 
ogre simplicity lavished 

archduke dingoes passersby 
nada Juneteenth parsnips 

curtains adorned loneliness 
caverns novice invasions 

dedicated symbol reduce 
destination ostriches grudgingly 

canopy scrawny classified 
telescope fidgeting mulberry 

surrounded associated furthermore 
weird dependable summit 

conkers mutual dormitories 
tuxedo decimal alibi 

orientation inlaid cobblestone 
devious sardine  
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The School Spelling Bee Study List is broken down into three levels of difficulty: One Bee, Two Bee and 

Three Bee. Two Bee words include words appropriate for fourth, fifth and sixth grade. 
 

The list below includes 50 challenging sixth grade words. If you learn the spellings and meanings of 
these words, you will be well prepared for your sixth grade classroom bee. To prepare for a school 

spelling bee, ask your teacher for the full 450-word School Spelling Bee Study List, which includes these 
words, the remainder of the Two Bee words, and the One Bee and Three Bee words. 

 
 
 

contraption technique flaxen 
triplicate  emboldened Javas 

biome Wales Avalon 
corridor cardigan columns 
cubicle interjected withered 

cambric hackles faltered 
Lincoln granite radiation 
wattles tartan surveyed 

emitting preened wretched 
contorted charlotte elation 
expanse chai metropolis 
mousse contessa acutely 

granules pedestals wreaked 
renowned colleagues invigorating 

sudoku dutifully mournful 
professional exerts arid 
deceptively sustenance  
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